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1. There are 8 core life lessons (this isn’t set in stone there may be more but 

these are the key lessons.) Look back in your life and see how every 

challenge was calling for you to apply the learning and providing you with an 

opportunity to master multiple lessons.  

 

CORE LIFE LESSONS 

Ultimate lesson = UNIVERSAL, UNCONDITIONAL LOVE  

Forgiveness  

Compassion  

Patience  

Acceptance  

Surrender  

Presence  

Trust  

2. Each core lesson is an expression of the ultimate lesson of love. 

 

3. There are many life lessons that through mastering we are guided back to the 

core lessons.   

 

4. Lessons repeat until they are learned. 

 

5. We are all helping each other learn the lessons of life by mirroring each 

other’s unconscious aspects and providing each other with opportunities to 

practice the core lessons.  

 

6. Our closest relationships hold up the closest mirror. We will see in the other 

what we are not yet seeing in ourselves.  

 

7. Forgiveness is the bridge to unconditional love. How could we learn how to 

forgive without having anyone to forgive?  The people who hurt us give us the 

greatest opportunity to realize our greatest life lesson.  

 

8. The more we struggle with the lesson, the greater our need to learn it. And the 

more it will present until we do.  

 

9. Human tragedy provides the greatest opportunity for human beings to master 

the lessons of compassion and love. Our souls stir in the face of others pain 
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and our hearts though hurting, open every wider when we love and serve 

each other and ask nothing in return.  

 

10. The more we master the lessons the closer we get to the Divine Intelligence, 

God, the source of creation whatever you want to call it. By mastering the 

core lessons, we evolve as most spiritually aligned selves, free from the 

shadow and the past where we can operate as powerful, authentic human 

beings, in alignment with love and the truth of our soul.   

 

LESSONS WHICH FEED INTO CORE LESSONS 

Life is now  

Fear is an illusion 

Nothing is permanent  

Change is inevitable ad the unknown 

You can’t control others  

You can’t change others 

Everything is energy  

As above so below  

Relationships hold up the mirror  

We don’t own our kids and they aren’t us  

There is no such thing as failure  

Friendships are the family we choose  

Anger mask a deeper pain  

Don’t sweat the small stuff 

Kindness matters  

Vulnerability is power  

Resentment is a toxic emotion  

Everything passes even you  

Death is synonymous with birth  

Change is good  

You are stronger than you think  

Gratitude multiples  
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Trust your gut 

Please yourself  

Happiness is an inside job 

Self-honesty is paramount to freedom  

No such thing as perfect  

Never stop learning/growing 

We will all age 

Relationships change  

Worry is praying for what you don’t want  

Heal your wounds  

Do the inner work  

Action beats angst  

Respond don’t react  

You can’t trigger what isn’t there  

No-one can make you feel without your permission  

Learn to let go  

Every day counts 

Every day you get to begin again  

Change can happen in an instant 

Drop your resistance  

Love is always the answer  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


